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The state boasts of having stimulating desert safaris, tradition properties, wild-life, fair & festivals,
adventure sports, tribal life, affluent inheritance, multihued civilization and so on. music & dance,
architecture, cuisine, people, religion, handicrafts and luxury train "Palace on wheelâ€™â€™ are the main
sights seeing of the state Rajasthan. It all can be the part of your sight if you are going with
Rajasthan tour packages. This tour covers the most famous cities of the state Rajasthan. These
cities are desert forts of Jodhpur, Bikaner & Jaisalmer, the palaces of Jaipur, lakes of Udaipur and
all that. So, make your trip memorable along with your friends. Tourists also call it the pink city for it
has many beautiful and colorful buildings that are the main attraction of India tour packages. Aside
from it there are some other most popular attractions that are Amber Fort, Hawa Mahal City Palace,
Jal Mahal, and Albert Hall. Tourists do the shopping of many precious and semi precious stones.
Thus, the city Jaipur is right place for the visitors coming across the globe.

Jaipur is one of the most adorable cities of the state Rajasthan. The city is the capital city of India.
Tourists also call it the pink city for it has many beautiful and colorful buildings that are the main
attraction of India tour packages. Aside from it there are some other most popular attractions that
are Amber Fort, Hawa Mahal City Palace, Jal Mahal, and Albert Hall. Tourists do the shopping of
many precious and semi precious stones. Thus, the city Jaipur is right place for the visitors coming
across the globe.

The city Jaisalmer is renowned as the city of golden fort. There are fascinating forts and palaces like
Nathmalji Ki Haveli, Gharisar and Havelis of Jaisalmer Fort, Jain Temples and the rest. It is really
different fun of having enjoyment of camel safari on the Thar Desert. The beauty of Jaisalmer is
worth praising by the vacationers, who are in the touch of Rajasthan tour packages.

Udaipur: the city is famous for having enchanting lakes that are the main reason for attracting a
large number of tourists to it. Kumbhalgarh Fort, Sajjangarh Fort, Eklingaji and Haldighati Pass are
the main touristsâ€™ destinations. City Palace, Jagdish Temple, Pichola Lake, Chavand, Jaisamand
Lake and Sanctuary are the natural sources for the tourists, who have intense desire to visit the
largest state of India through Rajasthan tour packages.  This tour is combination of many holy
temples and some other places. So, be ready to going around the different parts of the state.

Tourists also call it the pink city for it has many beautiful and colorful buildings that are the main
attraction of India tour packages. Aside from it there are some other most popular attractions that
are Amber Fort, Hawa Mahal City Palace, Jal Mahal, and Albert Hall. Tourists do the shopping of
many precious and semi precious stones. Thus, the city Jaipur is right place for the visitors coming
across the globe. Tourists also call it the pink city for it has many beautiful and colorful buildings that
are the main attraction of India tour packages. Aside from it there are some other most popular
attractions that are Amber Fort, Hawa Mahal City Palace, Jal Mahal, and Albert Hall. Tourists do the
shopping of many precious and semi precious stones. Thus, the city Jaipur is right place for the
visitors coming across the globe.
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John Franklin, a prominent author, has authored many travel books and travel packages on India
tours & cheap India tours. He is currently rendering his services to write a India tour packages & a
Rajasthan tour packages, etc.
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